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Introduction

Postpartum depression (PPD) is a multifaceted condition of both physical and emotional manifestations [1]. The prevalence of PPD is inconsistent among developing and developed countries and the large variations make a global value unreflective of its true burden [2, 3]. The overall prevalence of PPD, derived from many studies, is reported to be 13% [4, 5]. However, it is important to compare PPD among various countries to help identify risk factors. In Western Countries, PPD affects approximately 10-15% of women but this rate increases to between 28% - 63% in Pakistani women [6, 7]. The wide range is often presented to account for underreporting due to accessibility, culture, awareness, stigma, and self-shame [8]. These factors are continuously reported by Pakistani women when discussing PPD [8]. Inter-country variation in prevalence may be due to cross-cultural and diversified socio-economic situations, making it difficult to obtain a standard prevalence rate for a country [9]. This is further worsened by a lack of reliable screening tools leading to underdiagnoses [10]. Prevalence can vary among regions based on factors such as availability of social support, socio-economic status, education level, and child care services. However, when compared with other countries, the severe state of PPD in Pakistan is evident regardless of vague prevalence values [11]. During a comparison among Asian countries, it was reported that Pakistan’s PPD prevalence amounted to 63% while Malaysia had a prevalence of only 3.5% [12]. When PPD rates between Asian and North American countries are compared, it is evident that Asian women have higher rates of PPD during and after pregnancy [10, 11]. Of the Asian countries, Pakistan has one of the highest PPD prevalence, second to Taiwan [12].

The primary classification scheme used to diagnose postpartum depression is currently the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-V [13]. It should be noted that Postpartum depression is not distinguished as its own diagnostic category but rather as a “major depressive disorder with peripartum onset” [13]. The inclusion of peripartum onset specifies a depressive episode as one that can occur during pregnancy as well as the four week period following delivery [14]. Patients must express five of the nine symptoms of a major depressive disorder within a two-week period to be diagnosed with depression; if onset occurs during the peripartum period, diagnoses can be narrowed to postpartum depression [13].

Symptoms of PPD can occur from one month to one year following childbirth. Although PPD affects both mothers and fathers, it is far more prevalent in new mothers [1]. PPD can partly be explained by the sudden and steep hormonal shift which occurs in conjunction to childbirth [1]. However, many factors influence its onset and biological evidence is only one small component. A defining characteristic of PPD is its interference with the mother’s ability to care for the baby as well as its prolonged prevalence [1]. The general symptoms defining PPD include mood swings, feelings of sadness, anxiety, irritability, and restlessness. These symptoms are also synonymous with those occurring with “baby blues” which is a common condition that new mothers may experience the first one or two weeks following birth [7]. Symptoms unique to PPD include sadness, restlessness, guilt, unexplained weight changes, insomnia, frequent crying, irrational fears, irritability, decreased energy and motivation, and lessened feelings of self-worth [7]. Often, the symptomatic differences between “baby blues” and PPD are responsible for impeding child and self-care in new mothers. Mothers with PPD may also lack confidence in their care, feel anxious about their parenting role, may be inattentive to their infant, or be at risk of abusing their infants. The impact of PPD is not limited to new mothers and often transcends to their infants as well [7, 11].

Children of mothers with PPD are reported to be underweight, at risk of growth stunting, and experience more episodes of diarrhea [7]. They experience delayed emotional development, social deregulation, low cognitive function, and are at a higher risk of developing psychiatric problems [15]. PPD in Pakistani mothers has been associated with adverse impacts on children’s mental development [15]. Physical impacts on children include stunted growth, a higher risk of delayed language, and delayed gross motor development [15]. These effects make PPD’s burden on healthcare two fold as barriers to optimal health in infants can transcend into their lifetime. Such health concerns in children can hinder optimal health status in later stages of life, posing both a health and financial burden on the healthcare system.

Pakistan’s disproportionate PPD prevalence rates demand a more focused approach. An array of factors which make PPD’s study and magnitude difficult to adequately understand have hindered a thorough understanding and subsequent approach in reducing its burden and impact. A systematic approach to address PPD in Pakistan should be developed, however past attempts and current services have failed to effectively do this [7]. This paper will emphasize how the framework of future direction lies in Pakistan’s distinct strengths and weaknesses as well as the multidimensional factors which influence it. This paper will also address each of these factors to propose a sustainable and inclusive proposal which capitalizes the country’s strengths while minimizing weaknesses. The conclusions, suggestions, and key factors presented in this paper are the result of an extensive review of existing literature on Pakistan, postpartum depression, and successful initiatives implemented in other countries. A limitation encountered during this review was the
Determinants of Postpartum Depression

The World Health Organization (WHO) broadly defines the determinants of health as social, economic and physical environments an individual resides in as well personal characteristics and behaviors. Factors such as education, sex and health services are also included among these determinants [16]. The study of PPD in Pakistan is not exempted from these determinants; previous research has consistently and extensively highlighted the influence of such factors on the risk and prevalence of PPD. Several of these reoccurring determinants will be explored further in relation to their respective importance and role in future direction.

Education

A decreased level of education among women has repeatedly been associated with increased risk of PPD. This association is particularly amplified in Pakistan as the literacy rate is severely low. The WHO reported the literacy rate to be only 54.2% overall and 45% for women alone [7]. The majority of women with prolonged postpartum depression in Pakistan are illiterate, only 10% have primary education, and 2% have a graduate education [8]. A substantially low literacy rate can also have secondary repercussions as education levels can influence accessibility and health seeking behaviors which may in turn influence PPD prevalence [6]. Furthermore, women with low education and income are less likely to take prenatal vitamins and many are not aware of any postpartum care available to them [17, 18]. Among several studies investigating PPD in Pakistan, most of the women lost to follow up had significantly less education than their counterparts that enrolled for the full duration of the study [17]. The large variation in PPD prevalence can partly be explained by the variation in education levels. Rural areas are associated with a decreased literacy rate and a higher rate of PPD while the opposite is true for urban areas [8]. The impact of education is not limited to new mothers, education level among fathers also influences maternal PPD. A decreased level of paternal education is associated with an increased risk of PPD in both the mother and father [19]. Lastly, an increased level of education is reported to increase social capital which may increase the capability of women to cope with their social environment [20].

It is evident that a lack of education impacts women’s health in several ways, thus, a successful intervention requires a health awareness component. Although addressing an entire country’s literacy rate is difficult when focusing on PPD, a small scale improvement in health knowledge can still impact behaviors such as taking prenatal vitamins and knowing where to access services and programs. Much of the lack of knowledge observed in new mothers is in regards to their condition, belief in alternative non-trained providers, and in some cases, attribution of symptoms to “magic” [21]. All of these factors highlight accessibility concerns based on the current knowledge of patients. Health literacy is very low, especially among women and a shift in population perception is required to ensure sustainable health seeking behaviors [18]. These are attainable factors if strategically incorporated into future initiatives as small scale educational programs can alleviate such localized misconceptions.

Culture

It is important to identify the role of culture as an important factor in both pregnancy and the postpartum period as it provides significant context to the conditions which may lead to PPD. Culture is defined as the shared context of human experiences, comprised of shared ideas, perspectives, cognitive styles and standards for emotional and behavioral responses [9]. This definition indicates that culture may be responsible for how women experience and express PPD, as well as how they ask for both physical and emotional support [9]. Thus, it is difficult to rely solely on standard diagnostic measurements as they may not be receptive to the role of culture. This can also partially explain the vast difference in reported prevalence among countries of the same continent [9]. For example, in some cultures, following delivery, attention and care of family is cast upon the baby rather than the mother who may feel neglected [22]. In other cultures, an emphasis is put on the mother and her physical and emotional needs and transition [22]. It was reported that in rural areas, the focus was more on the mother in comparison to urban areas [22]. This highlights the need to develop a culturally sensitive initiative as it can be more receptive to diagnosing, studying and addressing PPD in Pakistan’s context.

When studying the effect of culture on PPD, it is also important to note differences between collectivistic and individualistic cultures as they influence relationship dynamics which can be pertinent to new mothers [23]. Pakistan is largely considered a collectivist country with increased emphasis in rural areas [23]. Values such as emphasized familial goals over individual motives or needs are included in this culture [23]. The key role played by family is one of the most significant manifestations of Pakistan’s collectivism [23]. Even with the varying extent of collectivism, noted by increased emphasis in rural areas, the central place of family and its importance is constant [23]. In regards to PPD, collectivism offers a protective role [12]. The presence of female relatives or community members is repeatedly addressed as a source of support, comfort and reliability for new mothers [12]. Community support apart from direct family relatives has also been indicated to help women cope with the postpartum period [12]. It is also noted that many biological influencers of PPD are rooted in cultural practices; many cultural foods are high in riboflavin, omega-3 fatty acid docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) and have a high glycemic index [12]. Such supplementation is associated with a decreased risk of PPD as it provides sustainable energy, helps in growth and healing, and thus improve a women’s overall well-being during the postpartum period [12].

In contrast, many women also indicate that culture is one of the factors which discourages them from preventative accessing care, as well as conservative values and family traditions [18]. In many women’s experiences, they were encouraged to rely on traditional home remedies in comparison to their husbands who availed medical care more often [18]. The most prominent and well mentioned cultural practice in regards to childbirth is currently the chila [7]. This practice involves the first 40 days following birth and encourages new mothers to rest and avoid housework. The primary intent is for the new mother to rest, heal and be free of household burden [7]. However, women often indicate that they feel restricted from this practice and their limited roles within the house which further exacerbates stress and depression [7]. Furthermore, if a custom or tradition is considered culturally appropriate and thought to support and protect the new mother, women who do not feel comfortable with it may be reluctant to challenge it [11]. Cultural practices also influence treatment and care plans as some women may be recommended to rely on traditional remedies and treatment before professional medical care [9]. Cultural practices often involve the women taking part in custom, being accompanied by other female relatives, or strictly resting [7]. In many instances, women feel pressured to confo-
Family Dynamics

Family dynamics include relationships with in-laws, spousal interaction, as well as family involvement and behavior towards the new mother [7]. The influence of family dynamics occurs at several tiers. Pakistan largely practices a join-family system where women live with their husband’s family after marriage. With some exceptions, this system is generally reported to be a mediating factor against PPD [7]. Women report comfort in this system as they have physical help as well as emotional and social support [7]. Prominent protective factors include relationships that provide social support in the form of emotional, informational, and material/tangible assistance [5]. This includes both proximal (e.g., father of baby, family, friends) and distal sources of support (e.g., community-based services) [24]. These factors can alter the developmental trajectory of depression by buffering against stress [25]. Furthermore, in more than one study, nuclear families, as those solely comprised of the mother, father, and their children, were regarded as risk factors of PPD due to limited social support [7, 24]. Studies have also reported that nuclear families contribute to PPD due to feelings of isolation experienced by the mother [7].

In terms of spousal relationships, marital dissatisfaction and women unaccompanied by their husbands are at a higher risk of PPD [24]. Unaccompanied women include those whose husbands are employed away from home or whose husbands have more than one wife [8]. A positive correlation is reported between paternal involvement and maternal well-being after the birth of a child. The mere presence of the father is not a protective factor, but rather it his involvement and indirectly prioritize maternal well-being in regards to the mother-infant dyad can be delivered in a manner which engages mother, father, and their children, were regarded as risk factors of PPD due to limited social support [7, 24]. Studies have also reported that nuclear families contribute to PPD due to feelings of isolation experienced by the mother [7].

Economic Stability

Decreased economic stability is consistently associated with an increased risk of PPD [30]. A limited family income directly impedes access to adequate care. This is further exacerbated by Pakistan’s healthcare system which is currently divided into a private and public sector [17]. The private sector involves direct payment for the health services and programs offered. In contrast, the public sector is funded by the government and often utilized by individuals financially restricted or those living below the poverty line. Apart from the monetary values associated with care, both systems encompass significant differences in the quality of care provided [17]. Public hospitals are often understaffed, overcrowded and associated with a decreased level of care [17]. Infection control is limited in relation to private hospitals and access to specialized care is riddled with long wait times and inaccessibility. New mothers with financial limitations often engage with the public healthcare system and do not receive the highest attainable care. Furthermore, many rural areas, which are also associated with a higher prevalence of PPD, do not have easily accessible services, and the cost of transportation further worsens the burden of healthcare [18].

As mentioned previously, women are often referred towards traditional home remedies and care may be provided by females in their community [18]. In relation to this, the cost of private healthcare is often steep and unattainable for many women. The often intangible nature of PPD further leads many families to disregard the need for professional care, making it hard to justify health expenses. Lastly, as much of Pakistan’s population lives below the poverty line, necessities such as rent, food, and child care often take priority over maternal health.

The presence of community women involved in maternal health, as well as the financial hardships and dependence suffered by women, offer two driving factors to be incorporated into future direction. The comfort new mothers find in familiar community women as well the availability of these women gives them a key role in any initiative targeting PPD. Furthermore, the association between income and PPD care highlights the need to make future programs financially sustainable and accessible [31]. Women’s empowerment should also be a focus of new interventions or policies as it can lead to increased education and financial independence [21]. This may help in instances where household violence and lack of decision-making power contribute to postpartum depression [30]. PPD is higher in low-income populations and especially among those with a lower literacy
rate. Both of these factors are further exacerbated when government resources and care are also limited within these populations [21]. This highlights the need for community-based training of non-physician individuals in order to develop a sustainable health initiative that can be implemented in both rural and urban areas.

Current Resources, Programs, and Services

Current Healthcare System

The burden of disease has been increasing in Pakistan but the limited resources allocated towards healthcare have not been able to adequately counter this (Mustafa et al., 2016). The inequities present between the public and private health sector have widened the health gap between those who are more educated and wealthy and those stricken by financial burden and illiteracy [31]. Due to the stark differences in care provided between these hospitals, there has been an inconsistent focus on prevention and education in regards to mental health.

In addition to the higher quality of care associated with paid services, the current problem also arises from imbalances between primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary levels of care in Pakistan [31]. The primary care level is saturated with patients with secondary care level health problems. This prevents primary care physicians from focusing on delivering high-quality primary care; in such a state, a focus on disease prevention and health promotion is overlooked [31]. This is concerning as resources and personnel which can potentially help mental health patients are diverted towards more tangible conditions [31]. A holistic approach required to ensure delivery of high-quality healthcare is lacking. Financial resources are largely spent on hospital-based services which limit funds required to sustain primary care services in the country. This is detrimental to underserved rural areas [32]. Furthermore, research is mainly done at private hospitals and cannot be extrapolated or implemented in primary care settings or generalized to the local population as the patient pools are vastly different. The private healthcare system is largely unregulated but still associated with a better standard of care, however, it is not accessible to everyone due to its expenses [31]. The government has also decreased contribution to public healthcare services, thus increasing out of pocket expenses for the general public. The current healthcare system is a result of care disparity and variation, financial allocation, and limited generalizability of research. These are important aspects when evaluating services and care available for women dealing with depression [31].

The disparities present in monetary funds present in each health sector are detrimental to those already at risk of PPD, as these women are often below the poverty line, illiterate, and lack independence [17]. These women are further disadvantaged in light of overall government spending. Compared to the United States and Canada, the government allocated health expenditures in Pakistan are very low, and paired with high rates of maternal, neonatal, and infant mortality. Less than 0.5% of health expenditures are devoted to mental health, leading to scarce statistics of the true burden of PPD [7].

An evaluation of the current healthcare system as well as the financial component associated with care emphasizes the need to address financial accessibility in new initiatives. The lack of funding towards mental health as well as systematic disadvantages make financial sustainability a pillar of new interventions. As health resources are sporadic between various developed and developing areas, local resources should be utilized to provide an economic, versatile, and easily transferable program. This can effectively alleviate the ignorance and disregard encountered by PPD in Pakistan’s current system.

The Use of NGOs

In some areas of the country, non-governmental organizations (NGO) have been utilized by the government in attempts to improve access and quality of care [33]. To obtain maximum benefit and efficiency from limited funding allocated to maternal health, the government often distributes funding to NGOs who are then responsible for providing improved access, quality, and equity in care [33]. This is done so that care can be better adapted to individual regions and to alleviate burden on the government. Contracting out maternal, newborn, and child health (MNCH) access to non-governmental organizations (NGO) is becoming more prevalent in Pakistan [33]. Contracting out involves a formal agreement between the government, as the financer, and a private sector for a mutually agreed set of services, in a specified location and over a defined period of time. This is done to increase access to health services in remote areas where government capacity is not sufficient [33]. Although it is a government initiative in the right direction, NGO contracts can be improved to better address PPD care. NGO facilities have higher utilization of care compared to government-managed facilities as well as better quality of MNCH services [33]. However, although utilization at a national level has shown a positive increase, individuals accessing such services are not reflective of the overall population of Pakistan. NGO utilization is higher for individuals with increased socioeconomic status in terms of finances and education specifically [33]. MNCH services through NGO facilities are associated with higher out-of-pocket expenses, greater transportation costs, and charges for additional diagnostics [33]. This severely disadvantages women dealing with postpartum care, especially as their condition is worsened by poverty and low education level [34]. Accessibility concerns highlighted by patients include greater physical distances, inadequate transport, and low demand for facility-based care in non-emergency settings [33]. These barriers again impede access to adequate maternal care for uneducated women residing in rural areas, a subpopulation affected the most.

The benefit of NGOs should not be entirely diminished as they are associated with a higher focus on awareness of preventative health measures. Therefore, NGOs are beneficial but do not sufficiently help those who are already at a greater risk of neglected care. A distinguishing and positive quality associated with them is increased focus on primary care in terms of prevention. Beneficial aspects from NGOs can be utilized in government facilities and are also a sustainable option for areas which do not have government outreach [33]. The use of NGOs did alleviate PPD burden in underserved areas as well as in terms of dissemination of mental health knowledge and awareness [33]. As NGOs are local and better adapted to communities, new mothers may experience familiarities with the services and staff, further increasing the likelihood of positive health seeking behaviors through the NGO [35].

Current Services

The Thinking Healthy Program is an evidence-based approach which enables community health workers to reduce PPD through evidence-based cognitive-behavioral techniques. It is currently implemented in several locations in Pakistan and aims to reduce both maternal depression and its negative impact on child development in resource-poor settings [16]. It is one of the most sustainable and well-
developed initiatives targeting PPD in Pakistan. The program provides a thorough framework to build upon to further enhance cultural receptiveness and meet the needs of women in Pakistan [16]. The most prominent characteristics of the Thinking Healthy Program include its use of both the new mother’s husband and family as support. The intervention is also delivered by local community health workers who are both influential and resourceful in the community and can help women and their families mobilize community resources [16].

Through an agenda of effective child-rearing, the intervention also gently challenges gender stereotype and encourages fathers to play an active role in supporting the mother in child care and interaction [16]. This is paramount as paternal involvement is associated with increased maternal health [26]. The program has also resulted in improved infant health in addition to maternal health. These benefits are compatible with cultural norms as the intervention utilizes the child as the center of the intervention with the mother and father working together with the ‘lady health workers’ (LHW) [36]. The Thinking Healthy Program defines lady health workers as community health workers who are trained to deliver the intervention [37].

Improvement in depression is reported to be the greatest for women with household debt prior to taking part in the Thinking Healthy Program, through the lady health workers support, many of these women are able to improve their circumstances. This is a crucial component to the Thinking Healthy program as it encourages financial independence and support. It is important to target financial aspects such as household debt and a lack of financial empowerment as they are associated with a higher rate of postpartum depression [35]. The intervention given to women is extremely important as it empowers them to seek current resources in the community. It also makes them knowledgeable of the support available to them, making them more likely to access it [36].

Mothers who are part of the program also have improved knowledge of social support available to them as introduced by the lady health workers. By involving the mother’s family, husband, and lady health workers, effective agents of change are established which enable the intervention to provide mental healthcare at the doorstep to an increased proportion of women [28]. The Thinking Healthy program encompasses many of the strengths present in Pakistan’s culture and maternal population. The use of lady health workers, family dynamics, increase in financial empowerment, as well as a focus on child health have made it an effective intervention that is now being adopted by the World Health Organization for global dissemination [28]. These factors should consistently be incorporated in future interventions targeted at alleviating PPD in Pakistan.

**Future Direction**

As mentioned in the beginning, the framework of future direction lies in Pakistan’s distinct strengths and weaknesses as well as the multidimensional factors which influence it. The goal is to capitalize Pakistan’s strengths by developing initiatives that can work to alleviate the burden of postpartum depression while minimizing weaknesses. While the Thinking Healthy Program has been successful, advancements and additional components to the program can further strengthen a targeted approach. This can be done by developing a community-based program which utilizes lady health workers from the local community. NGO services can be utilized to organize lady health workers, train them, and equip them with evidence-based resources to continuously provide care in the community. Interventions can administer cognitive behavior therapy based on the infant-child dyad. The direct involvement of infant health within the intervention can lead to increased acceptance of the program within the community, thus increasing maternal involvement and health. Due to tangible outcomes of infant health, a program targeting both infant and maternal health will result in greater acceptance and participation than a program solely targeting maternal health. It is therefore important to not isolate maternal health when aiming to improve postpartum depression among Pakistani women. The program can be provided in community centers, local mosques, or group areas where community members can gather and partake in the intervention together. The intervention should be directed at the mother and father collectively. This has a two-fold benefit as both paternal involvement and paternal education are improved to better address the care needs of the mother and child.

By establishing the intervention among community members, social support and inclusion are improved. Furthermore, participation in the intervention is normalized and the benefits of Pakistan’s collectivist culture are capitalized. The mother-infant dyad also ensures that tangible outcomes are emphasized to raise acceptability among community and family members for the intervention. These outcomes can include preterm birth, decreased birth weight, and increased episodes of diarrhea, all factors increasingly prevalent in infants of women with PPD [19]. Furthermore, community sessions targeted at PPD can provide information and knowledge in regards to symptoms, health behaviors, accessibility, awareness, and tools to decrease isolated impacts of PPD. The community aspect directed at both mothers, fathers and their baby can potentially improve family dynamics by emphasizing a collective goal to work towards.

The use of community-based lady health workers provides significant benefit in regards to financial stability and sustainability as well as increased access to new mothers in rural areas. A sense of familiarity and reliability within the new mothers will increase their engagement with the lady health workers. Furthermore, lady health workers are also quicker to train, more economical in terms of employment and easily mobilized among different communities. However, this also presents an innate barrier in the approach as the lady health workers administrating the intervention are also subjected to the same family and cultural roles and obligations. This can be countered by training an abundance of lady health workers so their role is not burdening and remains flexible.

Cultural continuation between the community workers and new mothers will ensure that programs and interventions do not conflict new mothers between their health needs and cultural norms as all interventions will be culturally sensitive. Integration of cultural knowledge and content into the delivery of programs includes interventions targeted at social and economic difficulties faced by mothers and families, cultural norms surrounding concepts of infancy and child-care practices. The inclusion of cultural norms surrounding the concepts of infancy and child care practices may sensitize mothers to their infant’s individual capacities and needs in a manner congruent with their own cultural context and beliefs. The intervention administered in community areas can also utilize a problem-solving approach useful in addressing some of the socioeconomic risk factors, such as assisting women in obtaining small loans from the government.

The encouragement of financial independence through an intervention is especially pertinent as low income and poverty remain one of the greatest barriers to adequate health and health seeking behaviors [38]. In a socioeconomic setting similar to Pakistan, the use of microcredit programs has been very successful in promoting and
communicating health knowledge, increasing awareness, and teaching appropriate and responsible behaviors [38]. Microcredit programs offer small loans at low interest to low income individuals [39]. These loans help disadvantaged women invest in small-scale businesses to generate personal income. Through this approach, individuals have made improvements in their health and simultaneously bettered their economic situation, a key driver of enhanced health and wellbeing itself. Microcredit programs have been proven to alleviate financial burden among women, empower them, as well as increase their overall health status [38]. The benefits of these credit programs are again two-fold. In a multifaceted intervention targeted at alleviating the burden of PPD in Pakistan, NGOs can help in the promotion of microcredit programs among local communities to empower small groups of women to invest in small-scale businesses and generate personal income. This income is often associated with increased maternal and child nutrition, better access to healthcare, as well as a decreased rate of PPD overall [35]. Furthermore, women can be encouraged to implement a wide-spread community level savings mobilization program. This program enables and trains women and men to mobilize modest amounts of savings, over time, financial resources can be pooled to preserve capital for times of need. These resources can be invested back into the community to improve road access and healthcare at a community wide level. Awareness and skills required for microcredit programs can be incorporated into community initiatives targeting the mother-infant dyad this can collectively diminishes education and economic barriers to alleviate the burden of PPD.

Collectively, by molding the Thinking Healthy Program, establishing links with local NGOs as well as encouraging microcredit loans, the prevalence of PPD can be decreased through front-line efforts of lady health workers. By establishing an approach which respects and reflects Pakistan’s culture and practices, increased engagement of new mothers in preventative measures is attainable.
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